
Requires 2” diameter vacuum hose and 2” discharge 
hose.  For use with cold water or hot water up to 200°F.  
Consistent air introduction at the pickup is needed to 
prevent hydraulicing.  
 
Increase your efficiency with optional vacuum tools 
such as a Hydro Twister® recovery surface cleaner, 

carpet wand, vacuum scupper, or containment berms. 

 
                                                                                               

 

Capture and transfer up to 3000 gallons of water per hour with 
the RPV Hydro Vacuum® water & flood recovery vacuum 
systems.  They feature a powerful, industrial 2-stage vacuum 
motor and a heavy duty stainless steel water pump to transfer 
wastewater while vacuuming continues… no need to stop and 
dump the collection tank.   Dimensions: 17”W x 38”H, 56 pounds 

 

Standard Features: 

 Transfers wastewater up to 100’ away 

 Easy to use, compact design – Easy to maintain 

Options… 
Install optional dry work filter (#VFBB3) for use as a high powered 
shop/detail vacuum. vacuum hose (#DHV50), scupper (#ATP75), 
Caster wheel kit option (#AHS07), Dolly style wheel kit (#AHS06) 

Model RPV30E1H: 30gpm, 115v, 15amp or 3500w generator 
Model RPV50E1H: 50gpm, 115v, 20amp or 5500w generator  
*Specs calculated using 25’ of 2” vacuum hose & 50’ of 2” discharge hose. 

Two optional wheel kits to choose 
from if you want to add portability. 

Ideal for interior & exterior facilities maintenance contractors needing to collect wash water, 

or restoration contractors needing to pick up large volumes of water after a fire or flood.  

The RGV is a powerful water capture and transfer system that has a gas engine driven blower and will pick up 
water from over 350’ away.   
The unique polyethylene separation tanks are non-corrosive, weigh less than others, and have full access to the 
inside for periodic maintenance with a quick lift-off lid.  Open the large 1½” valve to dump sludge/solids that collect 
at the bottom.  Each separation tank has an automatic transfer system which pumps the water out to your bulk tank, 
landscape, or sanitary sewer where permitted.  A debris filter and air filter protect both the transfer pump and 
blower from debris.

 

Model RGV40H: Requires dual 115v 15amp plug or 2000w 
generator.  Requires Group 24, minimum 650cca battery 

Standard Features: 

 Vacuum and pump out simultaneously and 

automatically, no loss of suction or lost time 

dumping tanks 

 Recovers up to 25gpm, use up to 350’ total hose 

length – Use with one or two pickup devices 

 Light, non-corrosive vacuum separation tanks 

 Lift-out basket strainer collects large debris and 

quickly lifts out for dumping. 

 
627cc Vanguard engine and 8 gallon fuel tank 

are integrated into a compact 48” chassis
 

WATER / FLOOD RECOVERY & EVACUATION 
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